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o. Introduction 
This paper aims to illustrate the usefulness of translation studies for the analysis of 
linguistic phenomena. First 1 isolate a potentially problematic area of English-J apanese 
translation -一一一 Japanesesometimes requires indirectness of expression where English 
does not. Then 1 will introduce a theory that explains when it is necessary to use indirect 
sentence forms in Japanese. Thirdly an apparent problem in that theory will be 
highlighted. A particular topic to be addressed is the ‘no da' construction in Japanese. 
Finally， a solution will be presented through the examination of pairs of Target Texts and 
Source Texts. 
1. A translation problem 
My discussions with my editor in the process of translating children's literature often bring 
about unexpected by-products， i.e.， interesting linguistic investigations. One example is the 
following: While an American book Sweet Creek H oller was being translated， my editor 
suggested that in some cases a sentence final form should be changed from a so-called 
‘direct' form ('B' in examples 1 and 2 below) to an 'indirect' one ('A' in examples 1 and 2 
below). The relevant parts of the Source Texf (White. 1988). Target Text A (Haugaard. 
1991) and Target Text B are underlined. 
(1) She just watched and listened while Mr. Brown and Mama talked， and didn' t even 
notice me and J unie were in the room. (p. 7) 
A : me nimo hairanai yoo deshita. (p. 12) 
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B : me nimo hairimαsen deshita 
notice NEG BE-past 
(2) “You ain't got no sins， stupid，" Junie whispered， embarrassed to death. (p. 32) 
A: Juni wa hidoku dogimagishita yoonz 
J unie Theme marker very em barrassed as if 
tsubuyakimashita. (p. 43) 
whispered 
B : Juni wa hidoku dogimagishite tsubuyakimashita 
J unie Theme marker very em barrassed whispered 
1n (1)， A is roughly ‘it seemed that she didn't even notice'; in (2)， A is roughly ‘as if 
embarrassed to death'. My editor's suggestion was purely based on intuition. One plausible 
reason for her suggestion is that using direct forms in the Japanese Target Text may 
create some implication which may not arise in the English Source Text. The problem 
seems to be that if the direct form is used in (1) and (2)， itraises the question of how one 
character can tel what is in the other character's mind， a question which would not occur 
to readers of the English Source Text， accustomed as they are to this type of narrator 
commentary. 1n Japanese literature， too， narrating characters comment on the thoughts and 
mental states of other characters; however， their comments tend to be couched in 
grammatical forms which make them appear less direct， or stark， than the English 
examples (1) and (2). Kuroda (1973)， for instance， draws attention to an epistemological 
distinction between an adjectival form atsui and a verbal form atsugatteiru in J apanese: 
While '1 am hot' is translated into Japanese with ‘atsui'，‘John is hot' will be translated 
with ‘atsugatteiru' (which roughly corresponds to 'show an appearance of being hot'). 
Empirical data of this kind can be discussed from various perspectives (see Kuroda (1973); 











2. A theory of territory of information 
Kamio (1990) proposes conceptual categories of‘the speaker's territory of information' 
and ‘the hearer's territory of information'， and argues that they are necessary to explain 
the use of certain sentence-final forms in Japanese. 1nformation which belongs to the 
speaker's territory includes information obtained through the speaker's first-order 
experience， or information about the speaker's affairs (including people close to the 
speaker)， or information embodying knowledge which fals into the speaker's expertise. If 
the word ‘speaker' is replaced by the word ‘hearer' in the above description， the 
information which belongs to the hearer's territory will be given. Kamio argues that it is 
appropriate to utter (3)， because the speaker expresses his or her psychological state， which 
belongs to his or her territory. 
(3) Watashi wa sabishii 
Theme :¥匂rker(henceforth T) lonely 
(1 feel lonely) 
But it is normally not appropriate to utter (4)， where the speaker expresses his or her 
hearer's psychological state. because it belongs to the hearer's territory. 
(4) ? Anata wa sabishii 
you T lonely 
(Y ou feel lonelyl 
If the speaker refers to what does not belong to his or her territory， he will have to use 
some kind of indirect form such as 'soo da' or‘rashii' 
(4)' Anata wa sabishi soo da， 
you T lonely look BE 
(Y ou appear lonely) 
Now consider our original translation problem. The part 'embarrassed to death' in example 
(2) deals with the psychological state of the charactor-narrator's sister's. (2) is not -dialogue. 
but a part of narration. so it is possible to argue that the sister's mental state could belong 
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charactor-narrator' s， itis more likely that the sister' s mental state does not belong to the 
character-narrator's territory. 1 think that this is the case， and that is why it is preferable 
to put the relevant part into the indirect form in ]apanese. My editor's intuitive suggestion 
showed this preference. 
In example (1)， itis clearer that the point of reference is the character-narrator's， and the 
same argument as in (2) will apply to (1). It appears， then， that Kamio's theory can be 
extended from dialogue to narration， especially a first-person narration novel. 
3. An apparent exception to Kamio's theory 
The above discussion correctly predicts that the follbwing example (5) is odd， because the 
information does not belong to the speaker' s territory. It should be pointed out， however， 
that a particular literary style may permit a sentence ‘Mary wa atsukatta 二 Marywas 
hot' (see Kuroda (1973， p. 380)). 




(My mother feels lonely) 
However， there is an apparent exception， (6). 
(6) Haha wa sabishii no desu yo 
Sentence-final particle mother T lonely 
Kamio argues that (6) is acceptable when， and only when， the speaker has the relevant 
information within his or her territory， but declares himself unable to account for its 
naturalness (1990， p. 130). Utterance (6) would be equally acceptable without the 
sentence-final particle yo， and in the discussion to follow 1 shall focus on (6)' which 
includes only ‘no desu' (no is generally transcribed as 'nominalizer'; desu is considered to 
correspond to 'BE' in English). 
(6)' Haha wa sabishii no desu 
mother T lonely 
。。つd
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Previous research has demonstrated various functions of 'no da' (Various forms are 
available such as‘n(o) desu'，‘n(o) da'， or‘no'， but here 'no da' alone will be used for 
convenience). Kuno (1973) argues that‘no da' indicates 'explanation' for what the speaker 
has said or done. According to Martin (1975)， 'no da' emphasises the factual nature of 
expositions ('The fact is…， ， 'It happens that…')， and sometimes it just“pads" a sentence 
so as to give it extra indirectness or politeness. McGloin (1989) claims that 'no da' 
functions to mark information as known in the context of discourse. These accounts do 
not seem to provide an answer to the question of why the third party's mental state can 
fal into the speaker' s territory in (6)'. 
‘No da' can be used in both dialogue and narration，"and since novels typically contain both 
types of language use they provide good evidence for at least their author's spontaneous 
use of the expression in his or her literary creations. There is， of course， a serious question 
about the generalisability to other spheres of language use of findings from studies of 
literary language， especially studies based on fairly limited data. But 1 shall not address it. 
except to point out that ‘no da' does not appear to have a particular ‘literary' function. 
Here 1 shall examine two pairs of Source Texts and Target Texts. The first pair consists 
of Chapters 1 and 2 of Yama no oto by Y. Kawabata and the English translation from 
The sound 0] the mountain by E.G. Seidensticker. The second pair consists of Preface and 
Chapter 1 of The turn 0] the screw by H. ]ames and the ]apanese translation from Neji 
no kaiten by T. Fukisawa. 
4. Data 
In the ]apanese Source Text (ST)， The sound 0] the mounta仇， there are 14 examples 
which involve ‘no da' alone， and 26 examples which involve 'no da' together with other 
elements such as Hearsay Markers or Sentence-final particles. In the ]apanese Target Text 
(TT)， Neji no kaiten， there are 13 examples which involve ‘no da' alone， and 18 examples 
which involve other elements as well. Here only the examples which end with ‘no da' 
alone wiH be discussed， though ‘no da' appears to function as discussed below in al the 
examples. 
In the ]apanese ST， & examples are direct speecn and 8 examples are parts of the 
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narration. For these examples， it is observed that although ‘no da' has a variety of 
functions (such as markers of explanation， emphasis， judgement， attitude， report， 
reflection)， in each case it also plays an important role in establishing ‘point-of-view' in 
discourse. 1 shall adopt as my working hypothesis that this is the basic function， from 
which other functions may derive in particular contexts. 
The term，‘point of view'， is used differently by different theorists (see Leech and Short 
(1981) and Chatman (1978)). Brown and Yule (1983) consider ‘point of view' almost equal 
to a particular orientation or 'angle of vision'. In this paper， the term 'point of view' is 
used for the perspective or the deictic centre from which the action is seen. 
In cases of direct speech， the point of view specified by 'no da' is the speaker' s. In cases 
of narration， the point of view specified by ‘no da' is a character's (in the ]apanese ST) 
and the character-narrator's (in the ]apanese TT). 
Consider some examples， (7) -(13). 
(7) ST:'(7) Baasan wa guuguu neteruηdα 
old woman T (soundly) asleep 
TT:'(7) And you were snoring away.' 
In both ST and TT (7)， a degree of mild indignation by the speaker at the wife's snoring 
away is expressed. In ST， this is realized through the use of ‘no da' and in TT， through 
the use of 'nd'.‘]ust' could also have been added， i.e.，‘And you were just snoring away.' 
In fact， McGloin (1989， p. 92) points out that 'no da' can serve to indicate the effect of 
reproach， and example (7) will be treated as such a case. However 冶oda' alone does not 
indicate reproach nor is reproach its primary or only meaning. It is because it can function 
as an attitude/judgement marker that， depending on context， a reproachful tone can be 
achieved. In addition，‘no da' is instrumental in indicating whose point of view is being 
presented in (7): the speaker's point of view. Information obtained through his direct 
observation is presented from his point of view. 
-140-
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Example (8) involves ‘no da' as an emphasis marker. 
(8) ST: Semi ga konna bukimina koe 。 dasu 
locust S(ubject) such weird sound O(bject) make 
ka to utagutta ga， (8) semi na no da. 
whether Q(uotation) doubted but locust 
TT: He had not known that locusts could make such a rasping sound; but (8) locusts 
indeed they were. 
In ST (8)， 'no da' also indicates the character's point of view. TT involves 'indeed' which 
is an adverb related to factivity， and indicates the character's realisation of their being 
locusts. 
Example (9) clearly shows ‘no da' functioning to mark ‘point-of-view' . 
(9) ST: (9) Nanika o omoidasoo to shiteiru no da. 
something 0 be trying to remember 
TT: Indeed， more was apparent to him [the son] than the simple fact that his father 
was thinking. (9) He knew that his father was trying to remember something. 
[My underlining] 
ST (9) leaves unspecified the identity of the person who is trying to remember. The 
grammar of English forces the translator to supply a subject， and the context makes it 
clear that the person who is trying to remember is 'his father'. A minimal translation of ST 
(9)， ignoring ‘no da'， would be 'his father was trying to remember something'. The 
reporting clause 'He knew that' is in no sense required by the grammar of English. 
If冶oda' is omitted in ST (9)， the senten，ce will refer only to the fact of the father trying 
to remember something， i.e.， itcould be translated， 'his father was trying to remember 
something'. It is overwhelmingly likely， therefo民， that the entire reporting clause 百eknew 
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father's attempt at remembering is perceived from the son's point of view. The 
relationship between ‘no da' and verbs of perception or cognition (in this case‘know') also 
suggests that‘no da' is related to the character's awareness. 
1n (10)， where the Source Language is English， 'no da' of TT (10) specifies the point of view 
as the speaker's and also functions as a report indicator. 
(10) ST: '1 q uite agree 一一一一 in regard to Griffin' s ghost， that its appearing first to the 
litle boy， at so tender an age， adds a particular touch. (10) But it's not the first 
occurrence of its charming kind that 1 know to have been concerned with a
child. 





















but child to ghost 
to yuu omoshiroi hanashi wa， boku niwa， 
( Q ) charming story T me for 
are ga hajimetejya nai 
that S first time NEG 
n desu. 
1n (10)， the speaker reports the fact that the ghost' s appearance to the child is not the first 
occurrence. As for the part '1 know' in ST (10)， T is translated as 'boku niwa for me'，
but the ]apanese verb which corresponds to‘know' is not specified in TT (10). However， if
the cognition verb ‘know' in ST (10) plays the role of showing the speaker' s consciousness，
this has been realised through the use of ‘no da' in TT (10). 
The following case， too， shows ‘no da' functioning as a point-of-view marker. 
ωST:ωOtona ga 
adult S 
行lltelru o shitteiru no dlα koto 
be watching Nominalizer 0 know 
TT:… (a) Shingo suspected that locusts were not the problem. 
Satoko was an obdurate child， and (b) when the adult in question had 
つ臼A斗A
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surrendered and cut the wings she would stil be dawdling about. (c) Then， with 
somber， shadowy eyes， she would throw the insect， its wings freshly cut， out into 
the garden， as if to hide it.ωShe knew that adults would be watching her. 
(d) Fusako apparently poured forth her complaints to Yasuko every day， but … 
Sentence (1) deals with the mental state of Satoko， while the two preceding sentences (b) 
and (c) represent factual observations by the main character， Shingo who is Satoko's 
grandfather.‘No da' encourages the interpretation that there is someone who observes 
Satoko and judges her as an obdurate child and also as knowing that adults would be 
watching her. The function of 'no da' is to ensure・thatsentence (1) concerning Satoko's 
psychological state does not mislead the reader into thinking that the whole extract is 
presented from her point of view. The point of view is Shingo's， judging from the context 
where (11) is embedded: his viewpoint is clearly specified through various words: e.g. the 
verb of cognition 'suspected' in (a); the adverb related to factivity‘apparently' in (d); 
evaluative adjectives like 'obdurate'，‘somber'， and 'shadowy'. 
In the following example，‘no da' is used in the J apanese translation of an English extract 
in which the mental state of one character is being reported by another. 
ωST: '… She hesitated … and on a second interview she faced the music， (12) she 
engaged.' 
TTゾ… Kanojyowa tamerai，… tsuini nikaime no kaiken no toki， kanojyo wa susunde 
nankyoku ni ataru koto ni shimashita. 
(12) Tsumari. hikiuketa n desu.' 
that is accepted 
Example (12) is speech presentation by a character ~Doug1as\ who is ta1king about the 
governess. Compared with ST (12)， TT ¥12¥ has obvious1y two extra e1ements: tsumari (= 
that is); n desu. Both strongly indicate the. speaker's intervention: the speaker. Douglas. is 
almost like a narrator who tels the governess' decision from his point of view， or through 
his consciousness一 一 一 - a second-order conceptualization， according to Chatman (1973， 
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when the character's perception is reported， there is another act of “seeing" with an 
independent point of view， that is， the narrator's‘conception' 
‘No da' in the following example indicates the narrator's 'conception' more clearly. 
(13) ST: No， itwas a big ug1y antique but convenient house， embodying a few features of 
a building stil older， half-displaced and half-utilised， in which I had the fancy of 
our being almost as lost as a handful of passengers in a great drifting ship. (13) 
WeU， I was strangely at the helm! 
TT: (13) Shikamo， sono fune no kaji 0 
besides that ship of helm 
nigitteiru 
o be holding 
no 
N ominalizer 
wa， kushikumo kono watashi 




(13) is the governess' (character-narrator) thought presentation. That is， the character's 
thought is presented from her own viewpoint. In ST (13)， the sentence opens with ‘well' 
and ends with an exclamation mark. These show that the character is paying special 
attention to the fact that she is at the helm， which is congenial to the consciousness 
quality of‘no da' in TT (13). 
5. Discussion 
The above examp1es show that‘no da' clarifies 'point of view' in discourse and speech， 
yet at the same time， a character's or speaker's self-awareness or consciousness has also 
been raised in course of discussion. For instance， through the use of 'no da'， the thoughts 
that the character (and narrator) produces acquire a conscious quality， as if the character 
‘is watching his thoughts as they go by' (Leech and Short， 1981， p. 343). Thus， the 
addition of 'no da' indicates that the speaker or the character observes / judges / 
reports from his or her own view point with self-awαreness. 
If the functions as emphasis / attitude / judgement / report indicators mentioned 
above are minor functions of ‘no da'， these are al derived from its major function which 










does this sense of consciousness come from? 
Lyons (1982， p.107) draws attention to the distinction between the subjective expressing 
self and the objective observing self in English. Examples (1~ -(16) [(1)-(3) in his 
numbering] are relevant to our argument. 
(1~= [l] 1 remember switching off the light 
(1~ = [2] 1 remember myself switching off the light 
(16) = [3] 1 remember you switching off the light 
According to Lyons，ωexemplifies the normal sub.jective mode of reference to what is 
necessarily a personal and incommunicable experience;ωcan be interpreted， like (16)， as 
reporting the memory of something observed， rather than experienced. In other words，ω 
illustrates the experiential point of view， or subjective experiencing-self， and (l@ illustrates 
the non-experiential point of view， or objective observing-self. 
The same distinction applies to the following pair (3) and (3)'， the latter of which involves 
the use of ‘no da' 
(3) Watashi wa sabishii 
T lonely 
(3)' Watashi wa sabishii no da 
T lonely 
Using Lyons's terminology， (3) is an expression of‘experiencing-self'， while the addition of 
‘no da' in (3)' seems to indicate‘observing-self'. (3)' gives the impression that the speaker 
peers into his own mind and conveys its contents from his or her point of view. 
J ust as (3)'. involves ‘objective observing-self'， the examples cited in section 4 might involve 
‘judging-self' and ‘retorting-self'. The common feature of these ‘selves' is a kind of 
objectivity， in opposition to the subjectivity of‘experiencing-self'. Therefore 1 propose that 
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6. Conclusion 
We now return to our problem， why (5) is odd while (6)' is permissible. 
sabishii wa (5)? Haha 
lonely T mother 
(My mother feels lonely) 
no desu sabishii wa Haha (6)' 
lonely T mother 
The mother's loneliness is her personal and incommunicable experience. It is not what the 
speaker of (5) is experiencing， and (5) alone would not be tied to any point of reference. 
It is already observed that 'no da' establishes a point of view and also evokes the quality 
of consciousness， both of which reinforce the objectification of the utterance or narration. 
The consciousness is derived from the objective observing-self marker function of ‘no da' 
in (6)'， and the relevant information about the third party registers on the observing-self's 
be tied to a possible for (6)' to makes it function point-of-view The consclOusness. 
reference point， i.e.， the speaker's. Thus the speaker of (6)' can hold the information about 
his or her mother within his or her territory. The utterance of (6)' is 'indirect' in that a 
reference point overlays the information， yet not ‘indirect' in Kamio's sense. Utterances 
accompanied by ‘no da' are not exceptional or problematic to the theory of territory of 
information， but rather support its validity. 
mClSlve and helpful her Malmkjaer for Dr. Kirsten most grateful to aロ1FN. 1 
suggestions. 1 am also happy to acknowledge my debt to Rei Uemura， whose 
comments triggered my interest in the present topic. 
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「のだ」の機能的考察
[要旨]
平 政子
本稿の目的の一つは、神尾(1990)等で問題となっている日本語の「のだJの構造を機能的
観点から考察することである。日本語と英語の原書及び翻訳書の比較研究という方法論を用い
て、「のだ」が「命題の客観化」とし、う主たる機能をもつことを提案する。こうした方法論の是
非に関する議論はここでは行なわないが、言語学研究における、翻訳論のはたしうる可能性を
示唆することも、本稿のもう一つのねらいである。
(ケンブリッジ大学〉
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